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The strongest and toughest predicted materials:
Linear atomic chains without a Peierls instability

Enlai Gao,1,2,5,* Yongzhe Guo,1 Zhengzhi Wang,1,2,* Steven O. Nielsen,3 and Ray H. Baughman3,4,*
Progress and potential

Carbyne, a linear atomic chain,

has been predicted to have the

highest strength and toughness.

In this work, we explored potential

high-strength and high-toughness

atomic chains by first-principles

calculations. Our calculations

indicated that linear B, C, BC, and

BN chains are stable during

stretching at room temperature.

Linear BC chains have a higher

predicted gravimetric strength

than carbyne, and the predicted

gravimetric toughnesses of linear

B and BC chains are much higher

than calculated for carbyne. To

our knowledge, no other materials

have been found to have a higher

gravimetric strength than linear

BC chains and a higher

gravimetric toughness than linear

BC and B chains. The underlying

mechanism for the high strength

and toughness of BC and B chains

is from their strong bonding and

the absent Peierls instability up to

strain to failure.
SUMMARY

The strength and toughness of materials are important for applica-
tions. A linear atomic chain, carbyne, has been previously predicted
to have the highest strength and toughness. To discover materials
with higher gravimetric strength and toughness, we herein investi-
gated B, C, N, BC, BN, and CN chains by first-principles calculations.
We found that B, C, BC, and BN chains are stable when under tension
at room temperature. B chains have the highest recorded gravi-
metric toughness (16.9 kJ g�1), whereas BC chains have the highest
recorded gravimetric strength (91.8 GPa g�1 cm3) and high tough-
ness (15.3 kJ g�1), surpassing the predicted performance of carbyne
(76.4 GPa g�1 cm3 and 9.4 kJ g�1). Electronic structure analyses
show that the higher strength and toughness of the BC and B chains,
compared with carbyne, originate from their strong chemical
bonding and the absence of a Peierls instability up to strain to fail-
ure. The potential fabrication and applications of BC and B chains
are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Linear atomic chains possess extreme properties as a result of their unusual struc-

tures.1–4 Considerable effort has been devoted to the prediction and discovery of

linear atomic chains,5–7 such as H chains,8 B chains,9 C chains,4,10–12 P chains,13 Au

chains,14 and BN chains.15,16 Because of their low coordination and ultrahigh specific

surface area, linear atomic chains usually exhibit a higher energy above hull than

other allotropes. For example, some materials containing linear carbon chains

even explode.5,17,18 Hence, the existence of atomic chains has long been ques-

tioned. Fortunately, a few methods for the fabrication of atomic chains have been

recently developed, including the following: (1) making atomic chains from other

allotropes, for example, deriving carbon chains from graphene10 and BN chains

from h-BN15; (2) synthesizing atomic chains from chemical sources, for example,

the synthesis of carbon chains.19,20 Because of their high energy above hull, it is

sometimes challenging to stabilize atomic chains. To this end, facile techniques

have been developed, such as mechanically deriving linear chains from other

phases,10 using end-capping groups for stabilization,20–22 and using carbon nano-

tubes (CNTs) as a confining host.12,19,23 For instance, Chalifoux and Tykwinski20

have synthesized carbon chains containing 44 carbon atoms by capping these chains

with bulky end groups. Shi et al.19 have synthesized the longest presently reported

carbon chain (containing > 6,000 atoms) inside a double-walled nanotube, demon-

strating that long atomic chains can be fabricated in protected environments.

Atomic chains can be used for angstrom-scale devices7,24 and macroscopic fiber as-

semblies.3 The strength and toughness of atomic chains are important for their use in

practical applications.4,10,13 The reported strength for many types of atomic chains is
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controversial, mainly because of variations in the reported cross-sectional areas. For

example, when the cross-sectional area of carbon chains is adopted as 0.468, 3.14,

and 11.22 Å2, the theoretical values of the tensile strength become 2,501, 373, and

104 GPa, respectively.4 To avoid controversies regarding the cross-sectional area,

gravimetric strength (the breaking force divided by the linear mass density) is a

less controversial measure for the strength of atomic chains. Hence, we use gravi-

metric strength as the metric for measuring the strength. Also, we use gravimetric

toughness as the metric for measuring the toughness. Linear C chains have two

possible structures [(=C=C=) and (–ChC–)]. According to Peierls theorem, a linear

metallic monoatomic chain with one delocalized electron per atom should dimerize

and thereby convert to an insulator. Literature results show that linear C chains

exhibit dimerization, which is attributed to Peierls theorem.25 Herein, we call these

linear C chains ‘‘carbyne.’’ Carbyne has been predicted to have the highest gravi-

metric strength and gravimetric toughness (76.4 GPa g�1 cm3 and 9.4 kJ g�1,

respectively), even greater than such materials as diamond, CNTs, and gra-

phene.3,4,26 However, because of the Peierls instability, carbyne contains alternating

strong triple bonds and weak single bonds. The mechanical strength and toughness

of carbyne are reduced because of an increased degree of bond alternation be-

tween single and triple bonds during stretching, as chain rupture occurs at the

longest and weakest bond. Therefore, it remains to be determined if other atomic

chains exist that are free of a Peierls instability for all accessible tensile strains and

thus perhaps have a higher strength and toughness than carbyne.

Because B, C, and N can form high-modulus, high-strength materials (such as dia-

mond and the wurtzite phase of boron nitride)27 and these elements are lightweight

and have small covalent radii, we investigated the B, C, N, BC, BN, and CN chains

illustrated in Figure 1A. First-principles calculations show that there is a significant

energy barrier for converting linear B, C, BC, and BN chains to other materials, indi-

cating their metastability. These calculations indicate that the strain to failure of the

BC and B chains (25% and 31%, respectively) are much larger than for C chains (18%).

Herein, the strain to failure is defined as the strain corresponding to the maximum

stress. Most interestingly, the linear BC chain has a higher gravimetric strength

(91.8 GPa g�1 cm3) and toughness (15.3 kJ g�1), while the B chain has a higher gravi-

metric toughness (16.9 kJ g�1) than carbyne (76.4 GPa g�1 cm3 and 9.4 kJ g�1), which

holds the previous record for the highest gravimetric strength and highest gravi-

metric toughness material. The main reason for this higher gravimetric strength

and toughness is that the Peierls instability observed for linear C chains does not

occur for linear BC and B chains, even when these chains are stretched to failure.

Finally, the possible fabrication and applications of BC and B chains are discussed.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Computations for linear atomic chains

Density-functional theory (DFT) calculations were first used to establish whether or

not linear B, C, N, BC, BN, and CN chains (Figure 1A) are internally dimerized, which

means that they form an alternating bond structure. Such dimerization has been well

established for a linear C chain, indicating that the cumulene structure (=C=C=) with

consecutive double bonds is less stable than the polyyne structure (–ChC–) with

alternating single and triple bonds.28 Our calculations confirm this instability of a

linear C chain by showing the bond alternation of the polyyne structure. However,

DFT calculations using the hybrid HSE06 functional show that linear B, N, BC, BN,

and CN chains have uniform bond lengths of 1.55, 1.25, 1.39, 1.30, and 1.22 Å,

respectively. Consequently, these non-stretched chains are free of Peierls distortion.
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Figure 1. Structures and stabilities of linear atomic chains

(A) Charge density distribution for linear B, C, N, BC, BN, and CN chains.

(B) Phonon dispersion curves of linear B, C, N, BC, BN, and CN chains.

(C) Linear B, C, N, BC, BN, and CN chains under mechanical perturbation. Only the N and CN chains are unstable with respect to perturbations from

linearity.

(D–F) Phase transitions between linear chains and ribbon-like chains, in which the energy change as a function of strain are shown for B (D), BC (E), and

BN (F) chains.
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Previous calculations for B and BN chains support these results of equidistant bonds

and agree in the predicted bond lengths for these chains (1.55 and 1.30 Å, respec-

tively).9,29 As shown in the following discussion, our calculations additionally indi-

cate that the absence of bond alternation for linear B, BC, and BN chains persists

up to chain fracture, while linear N and CN chains are unstable.

Stabilities of linear atomic chains

Phonon calculations provide a criterion for quantifying structural stability. Our calcu-

lations do not find negative frequencies, i.e., imaginary frequencies in the phonon

dispersion curves for linear B, C, BC, and BN chains (Figure 1B), which indicates their

dynamic stabilities. However, there are imaginary modes for linear N and CN chains,

indicating that N and CN chains do not have energy minima. To confirm this, a me-

chanical perturbation, consisting of a randomdisplacement of any one atomby 0.3 Å

from its energy-minimized position, was applied to these atomic chains. Thereafter,

the perturbed structures were re-optimized by energy minimization. These calcula-

tions show that the linear N and CN chains are not stable with respect to distortions

from linearity, even at 0 K (Figure 1C). However, B, C, BC, and BN chains recover

from the perturbation, indicating that the linear chain is an equilibrium structure.

The thermodynamic stability of linear B, C, N, BC, BN, and CN chains in a supercell

(12 atoms) was further evaluated by ab initiomolecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations

for 10 ps at 300 K. The temperature was controlled by using a Nosé-Hoover thermo-

stat. During the AIMD simulations, B, C, BC, BN, and CN chains upheld their struc-

tural integrity with only slight corrugation owing to thermal fluctuations, while the N

chain decomposed into short segments and N2 molecules (see Figure S1 and Video

S1 for details). Considering the instability of linear N and CN chains, only B, C, BC,

and BN chains are further discussed. To further address thermodynamic stability, we

performed AIMD simulations of finite-length B, C, BC, and BN chains for 10 ps at 300

K without periodic boundaries and without tension. These finite-length chains with

hydrogen termination maintain structural integrity for the duration of the simulations

(Video S2).

Cohesive energy provides a useful criterion for characterizing the bonding and ther-

mal stability of atomic chains. Herein, the cohesive energy is defined as the differ-

ence between the energy of the isolated atoms and the corresponding atomic chains

(normalized per atom). The calculated cohesive energies of B, C, BC, and BN chains

are 4.75, 6.99, 6.03, and 6.29 eV/atom, respectively, which shows that these linear

chains are strongly bonded. In agreement with our predictions on the stabilities of

linear B, C, and BN chains, linear C and BN chains or segments have been

observed,10,12,15,19,20 and linear B, C, and BN chains have been predicted.4,9

Additionally, Yakobson’s group has shown that a linear B chain has a higher energy

than a ribbon-like chain and that the ribbon-like B chain can transform to a linear B

chain for tensile strains above 92%.9 Our calculations confirm the higher energy of

the linear B chain and the mechanically driven transition between the ribbon-like B

chain and the linear B chain (Figure 1D). However, for BC and BN chains, our calcu-

lations show that the ribbon-like chain has a higher energy than the linear chain for all
Matter 5, 1192–1203, April 6, 2022 1195



Figure 2. Mechanical properties of linear atomic chains

(A and B) Gravimetric stress-strain curves (A) and gravimetric strength and gravimetric toughness (B) of B, C, BC, and BN chains, obtained from DFT

calculations using the HSE06 functional.
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tensile strains (Figures 1E and 1F). For C chains, such ribbon-like configuration is not

even an energy minimum.

Mechanics of linear atomic chains

We performed tensile tests and calculated the gravimetric stress-strain curves for B,

C, BC, and BN chains by using the DFT method (Figure 2). These DFT calculations

were conducted using the local density approximation (LDA), the generalized

gradient approximation (GGA), and the hybrid HSE06 functional incorporating exact

exchange (the most trustworthy, yet most costly method). As shown in Figure S2, cal-

culations on gravimetric stress versus strain curves for linear chains as a function of

strain using these methods are in good agreement. Considering the accuracy, the

below-reported tensile mechanical properties and the relevant structural analyses

were calculated at the hybrid HSE06 functional level. The thereby calculated gravi-

metric moduli of the BN and carbyne chains (868 and 945 GPa g�1 cm3, respectively)

agree with values (862 and 982 GPa g�1 cm3, respectively) calculated using litera-

ture-reported chain force constants30 and the linear mass densities of these chains.

These results show that linear B, BC, and BN chains have a lower gravimetric

modulus (643, 802, and 868 GPa g�1 cm3, respectively) than carbyne (945 GPa

g�1 cm3).

The bending stiffness (kb) was also calculated from the energy (Eb) required to bend

an arbitrarily long linear atomic chain into a circle with radius R: kb = 2(Eb/L)/q
2, where

L = 2pR and q = 1/R are the circumference and curvature of the circle, respectively.

Thus, kb = EbR/p. The thereby calculated bending stiffnesses for linear B, C, BC,

and BN chains were 1.7, 3.7, 1.8, and 1.3 eV Å, respectively (see the bending config-

urations of these chains in Figure S3). These chains will behave like a rigid rod at tem-

perature T for chain lengths shorter than the persistence length (lp = kb/kT, where k is

the Boltzmann constant). At room temperature, the persistence lengths of the linear

B, C, BC, and BN chains are 6.6, 14.2, 7.0, and 5.0 nm, respectively. Hence, the

bending flexibilities are in the following order: BN > B > BC > C.

The calculated gravimetric strength of carbyne (76.4 GPa g�1 cm3) is close to the

value (71.1 GPa g�1 cm3) obtained by dividing the experimentally determined
1196 Matter 5, 1192–1203, April 6, 2022



Figure 3. Calculated modulus, strength, and toughness

(A and B) Gravimetric strength versus gravimetric modulus (A) and gravimetric strength versus gravimetric toughness (B) for high mechanical

performance materials. The data can be found in Table S1.
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breaking force of 11.1 nN31 by the calculated weight per length for a single carbon

chain. Surprisingly, the BC chain has a significantly higher gravimetric strength (91.8

GPa g�1 cm3) than carbyne (76.4 GPa g�1 cm3), which holds the previous record as

the highest gravimetric strength material. This higher gravimetric strength mainly re-

sults from the much higher strain to failure of BC chain (25%) than for carbyne (18%)

(Figure 2). To our knowledge, the gravimetric strength of this chain is higher than for

any other material (Figure 3 and Table S1). For example, the gravimetric strengths of

graphene and diamond are only 50.6 and 24.2 GPa g�1 cm3, respectively. Confi-

dence in these relative results for different materials is increased by the fact that

the same computational method was employed and that agreement was found

with literature results for the gravimetric modulus and gravimetric strength of C

chains.4 Also, the phonon spectra indicate the dynamic stability of these chains

even near their strains to failure (Figure S4).

Moreover, the linear B and BC chains have the highest predicted gravimetric tough-

nesses (16.9 and 15.3 kJ g�1, respectively), which are much higher than for carbyne

(9.4 kJ g�1). In fact, these predicted toughnesses for B and BC chains are at least

�1.5 times higher than previously predicted for any material. For comparison, the

measured gravimetric toughness for the Kevlar fibers used for antiballistic vests is

only 0.078 kJ g�1.32 Furthermore, in contrast to other super-tough materials, the en-

ergy is absorbed elastically by the linear B and BC chains, so these linear fibers are

not damaged before fracture.

In addition to the above-mentioned binary linear chains, namely (-B-C-)n and

(-B-N-)n, we also explored the mechanical behavior for other possible linear chains

with these compositions (Figure S5), such as (-B-B-C-C-)n and (-B-B-N-N-)n. How-

ever, the gravimetric strength (69.6 and 47.8 GPa g�1 cm3, respectively) and gravi-

metric toughness (7.6 and 5.0 kJ g�1, respectively) of (-B-B-C-C-)n and (-B-B-N-N-)n
chains are much lower than for (-B-C-)n and (-B-N-)n chains, as each of these longer

period chains have three types of bonds, and one bond is weaker than the

others, which is where failure occurs. The failure occurs at the B-B bond for both

the (-B-B-C-C-)n and the (-B-B-N-N-)n chains. These results establish that structures
Matter 5, 1192–1203, April 6, 2022 1197
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possessing uniform bonds have enhanced mechanical properties, as there is no

weakest link.

Mechanism for the ultrahigh strength and toughness of B and BC chains

To understand the ultrahigh strength of the B and BC chains, the bond structure and

its dependence on the applied tensile strain were calculated based on the electron

density distribution. Carbyne suffers from a Peierls instability, and the bond alterna-

tion increases with increasing tensile strain.4 Because the strength of linear atomic

chains is determined by the weakest chemical bond, the tensile strength of carbyne

is reduced by these issues. In the following discussion, the criteria used for

measuring the Peierls distortion includes the bond length alternation and the

bond order alternation of linear atomic chains. If these alternations are zero, it is

concluded that the Peierls distortion is absent.

To quantify the bonding of linear B and BC chains, the charge transfer between

neighboring atoms in these chains was calculated by using Bader’s atoms-in-mol-

ecules approach.33 In the Bader charge calculations, the atomic charge includes

the charge in neighboring bonds that is associated with the atom. The obtained

results show that the charge transfer between neighboring atoms in linear B and

BC chains are 0.00 e and 1.90 e, respectively, while this charge-transfer is near

zero for linear C chains. Meanwhile, the neighboring bond orders (the number

of chemical bonds between a pair of atoms) for linear B, C, and BC chains are

calculated as 1.60/1.60, 1.86/2.35, and 1.75/1.75, respectively, based on a refine-

ment of the density-derived electrostatic and chemical approach.34 The results for

the linear C chains indicate the existence of a Peierls instability, while no bond

alternation exists for the linear B and BC chains (Figure 4A). These results agree

with previous calculations showing the bond alternation in linear C chains.4 To

summarize, the large charge-transfer and large bond order predicted for the linear

BC chain indicate its strong polar covalent bonding, while the zero charge-transfer

and large bond order predicted for the linear B chain indicate its strong covalent

bonding.

The dependence of bond lengths and bond orders on tensile strain were calculated

for these linear chains. These results show that for all tensile strains up to failure,

there is only one uniform bond for B and BC chains, while the bond alternation

increases for linear C chains with increasing tensile strain (Figures 4B and 4C). Inter-

estingly, Cab et al.30 have predicted that the bond alternation in linear C chains van-

ishes on uniaxial compression strain of about 3%. The uniform bonding for linear B

and BC chains indicates the absence of a Peierls instability under tension. Moreover,

the bond order decreases with increasing tensile strain. The bond orders of neigh-

boring bonds for strain-free carbyne chains were both greater than those for

strain-free B and BC chains, while the bond order of the long bond in carbyne de-

creases and the bond order of the short bond generally increases with increasing

strain. For tensile strains above 8% and 4%, respectively, the bond orders in B and

BC chains exceed the bond order of the long bond in carbyne (Figure 4B). Also,

the bond order alteration and the bond length alternation in carbyne increases

with increasing strain (Figures 4B, 4C, and S6), largely because of the length increase

of the long bond. The strain dependence of the electron densities further supports

the absence of a Peierls instability for linear B and BC chains under tension before

strain to failure (Figure 4D). To further explore the bond alternation of linear B, C,

and BC chains, we investigated their energy differences under strain to failure and

a strain 1% higher than the strain to failure as a function of the bond length alterna-

tion (Figure 5). Compared with the alternating bond structures that are energy
1198 Matter 5, 1192–1203, April 6, 2022



Figure 4. Atomic and electronic structures of B, C, and BC chains

(A) Schematic diagrams of linear B, C, and BC chains.

(B and C) Bond order (B) and bond length (C) of neighboring bonds in B, C, and BC chains as a function of tensile strain. The strain-to-failure points are

marked with purple circles.

(D) Charge density distribution for linear B, C, and BC chains under zero strain, strain to failure, and a strain 1% higher than the strain to failure.
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minima for linear C chains both before and after strain to failure, the energy minima

correspond to uniform bond configurations until strain to failure for BC chain and

even just after strain to failure for B chain. It should be noted here that the energy

difference between alternating bonding and uniform bonding phases for linear B,

C, and BC chains near the strain-to-failure transition is extremely small (Figure 5).

Hence, additional convergence tests were performed, and stringent convergence

criteria were adopted to correctly capture this behavior (see experimental proced-

ures for details). In summary, the strong bonding and the resistance to Peierls insta-

bility for linear B and BC chains up to their large strains to failure endow them with

exceptional gravimetric strength and toughness.
Matter 5, 1192–1203, April 6, 2022 1199



Figure 5. Energies of linear B, C, and BC chains near the strain to failure

(A–C) Energy differences between alternating bonding and uniform bonding of linear B (A), C (B), and BC (C) chains under strain to failure (black squares)

and a strain 1% higher than the strain to failure (red circles) as a function of bond length alternation.
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Possible synthesis methods

Formability and stability are critical for determining whether atomic chains can be

used. For characterizing these aspects, we calculated the energy above hull. This

is the energy difference at zero pressure and zero temperature between the energy

for an isolated linear chain and that of the lowest energy material having the same

overall chemical composition. Herein, the calculated energy above hull of linear B,

C, and BC chains are 1.77, 1.03, and 1.31 eV/atom, respectively. This suggests

that the likely ease of chain fabrication can be sequenced as C > BC > B.

As linear C and BN chains have been fabricated by drawing these chains from a 2D

sheet of graphene10 and BN,15 respectively, we first considered this approach for

the possible synthesis of linear B and BC chains. Considering that 2D phases of boron

have been predicted and successfully fabricated,35 it is promising to derive boron

atomic chains from these planar boron structures. However, the known 2Dphase of bo-

ron carbide is a planar BC3 sheet,
36 in which each carbon atom is in a hexagonal C6 ring

and each C has only one neighboring B. Hence, a linear BC chain cannot be formed by

solely breaking bonds in this planar structure. On the other hand, the fabrication of

linear B and BC chains within carbon nanotubes might be possible, just as it has

been possible to fabricatemany other materials within the hollow core of carbon nano-

tubes, including metal nanowires.37–40 It might even be possible to obtain linear B and

BC chains within carbon nanotubes by using the carbon-arc methods that have been

used to form carbyne chains inside carbon nanotubes. Instead of using carbon elec-

trodes for producing the carbon arc, the electrodes would comprise boron for B chains

and a compacted mixture of boron and BC3 sheets for BC chains.

Tomodify the properties for applications, segments of different chain types could be

combined in the same chain, or bundles could be made using chains of different

types. In fact, previous work has demonstrated that heterochains of C and BN exhibit

tunable electronic transport properties.41 As linear chains can form bundles or

crystals through inter-chain van der Waals interactions, as is the case for carbyne

crystals,42,43 the stability of linear atomic chains with respect to inter-chain reactions

is important. For example, the reaction of arrays of carbyne chains can be
1200 Matter 5, 1192–1203, April 6, 2022
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explosive.5,17,18 Also, cross-linking between two carbyne chains by forming four-

membered rings is known, as is the 1,4-addition polymerization of arrays of carbyne

chain segments.6,44 However, inter-chain reactions of linear B and BC chains have

not yet been investigated. Guided by experimental evidence for the formation of

four-membered rings for linear C chains,4,45 we modeled the formation of such rings

as a representative inter-chain crosslinking reaction. These calculations indicate that

parallel B chains react to produce a ribbon structure that does not contain four-

membered rings. Figure S7 shows the DFT-calculated reaction energy per ring as

a function of the separation between reacting atoms for the formation of a four-

membered ring by crosslinking linear C and BC chains. The system energy change

for the formation of one four-membered ring is �0.37 and �1.08 eV for linear C

and BC chains, respectively, indicating that these reactions are thermodynamically

favorable. However, the kinetic energy barriers for these inter-chain reactions are

significant, indicating the kinetic stability of these chains for this reaction in the

absence of applied stresses. These results generally suggest that attention should

be paid to possible inter-chain reactions during the synthesis of these chains. Previ-

ous developed techniques for preventing inter-chain reactions of linear C chains,

such as pre-stretching linear chains,10 using end-capping groups for isolation,20–22

and using CNTs as a confining host,12,19,23 could be considered for the stabilization

of chain bundles. For example, our previous study demonstrated that a bundle of

linear C chains confined within a CNT exhibits confinement-enhanced stability.3

Conclusions

In this study, we predicted the properties of B, C, N, BC, BN, and CN linear atomic

chains by first-principles calculations. From the phonon spectra and the response

to mechanical perturbations, we showed that linear N and CN chains are not stable.

Linear C chains have a Peierls instability that is amplified with increasing tension. In

contrast, we showed that the bonds in linear B and BC chains remain equivalent for

all tensile strains up to failure, indicating the complete absence of a Peierls instability.

Our calculations predict that linear BC chains have a higher gravimetric strength (91.8

GPa g�1 cm3) than carbyne (76.4 GPa g�1 cm3), which was the previously reported

highest strengthmaterial. Most interestingly, the predicted gravimetric toughnesses

of linear B (16.9 kJ g�1) and BC (15.3 kJ g�1) chains are much higher than calculated

for carbyne (9.4 kJ g�1). To our knowledge, no othermaterials have beenpredictedor

experimentally found to have a higher gravimetric strength than linear BC chains and

a higher gravimetric toughness than linear BC and B chains.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability
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and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Enlai Gao (enlaigao@whu.edu.cn).

Materials availability

This study did not generate any reagents.

Data and code availability

All data and codes in the article are available upon reasonable request to the lead

contact.

First-principles calculations

To investigate the stabilities, formability, and mechanical properties of atomic

chains, first-principles calculations based on the density functional theory (DFT)
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framework were performed by using the Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation Package

(VASP).46 Unless otherwise noted, the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof parameterization47

of the generalized gradient approximation was used for the exchange-correlation

functional. For higher accuracy, the tensile mechanical properties and the relevant

structural analyses were calculated at the hybrid HSE06 functional level. Projector

augmented wave potentials were used to treat ion-electron interactions.48 An en-

ergy cutoff of 1.3 times the default value was used, and a k-point mesh with a density

of about 75 Å (the product of each lattice constant and the corresponding number of

k-points) was used for Brillouin zone sampling.49 The conjugate gradient algorithm

was adopted for geometry relaxation, in which the energy and the forces on atoms

are converged to below 53 10�2 meV/atom and 53 10�3 eV/Å, respectively, unless

otherwise noted. The energy difference between alternating bond and uniform

bond geometries for linear B, BC, and BN chains near the strain-to-failure is very

small. Hence, additional energy convergence tests were performed, and more strin-

gent convergence criteria of the energy (5 3 10�6 meV/atom) and the forces on

atoms (53 10�6 eV/Å) were adopted to ensure accurate results. A 20 Å vacuum layer

was used in the aperiodic directions and held constant through modifying the VASP

code to minimize the interaction between periodic images.
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Figure S1. Ab initio molecular dynamics simulations of B, C, BC and BN chains at 300 K for 10 ps. 

  



 

 

Figure S2. Gravimetric stress vs. strain curves of B, C, BC, and BN chains as a function of strain 

obtained from DFT calculations with GGA, LDA, and HSE06 functionals. 

  



 

 

Figure S3. Bending configurations of B, C, BC, and BN chains obtained from DFT calculations. 

  



 

 

Figure S4. Phonon dispersion curves of linear B, C, BC and BN chains under (A) zero strain and (B) 

near strain-to-failure. 

  



 

 

Figure S5. Gravimetric stress-strain curves of (-B-C-)n, (-B-N-)n, (-B-B-C-C-)n, and (-B-B-N-N-)n chains 

obtained from DFT calculations, respectively. 

  



 

 
Figure S6. Bond alternation of neighboring bonds in B, C and BC chains as a function of tensile strain. 

The points at the strain-to-failure are marked with purple circles. 

  



 

 
Figure S7. Inter-chain reaction by formation of four-membered rings (top) and the energy change of 

this reaction per ring as a function of the separation between reacting atoms (bottom). 

  



 

Table S1. Gravimetric strength (σg), gravimetric modulus (Yg), strain to failure (εs), and gravimetric 

toughness (T) for linear atomic chains compared with other high mechanical performance materials. 

Crystals σg (GPaꞏg-1ꞏcm3) Yg (GPaꞏg-1ꞏcm3) εs T (kJ/g) Refs 

B chain 76.4 643 0.31 16.92  

C chain 76.4 945 0.18 9.43  

BC chain 91.8 802 0.25 15.27  

BN chain 78.4 868 0.14 6.45  

CNT (5, 5) 45.3 441 0.30 10.2  

BNNT (5, 5) 41.0 349 0.28 8.2  

h-BN (zigzag) 44.9 343 0.28 7.67 1-3 

Graphene 50.6 453 0.25 8.77 4 

MoS2 (armchair) 4.7 40 0.26 0.82 5,6 

Diamond 24.2 327 0.13 2.03 4 

Lonsdaleite 37.1 377 0.31 8.61 7,8 

w-BN 26.2 249 0.23 4.13 9-11 

c-BN 24.2 230 0.22 3.64 9,12,13 

BC3 34.0 165 0.23 4.43 14 
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